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Linn Da Quebrada

LIVE ARTS / MUSIC 24 MAY. (Fri.)  
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24 May, Friday 
9:00pm
Atrium of Cultures (Under the 
skylight of the swimming pool)
10€ / 8€ with Az Card
Tickets: Infopuntua and  
www.azkunazentroa.eus

ARTISTIC SHEET 
Linn Da Quebrada and Jub do 
Bairro (vocals), Dj Pininga and 
Badsista (CDJs, drum machine 
and keyboards) and Dominique 
Vieira (percussion).

 
https://open.spotify.com/ 
artist/0YG4CSmw7QW2T4TU3NWxAS

 
mclinndaquebrada

 mclinndaquebrada

Our musical proposal for this May is Linn Da Quebrada and 
her live spectacle Pajubà.

Black, transgender, poor, homosexual, cancer survivor 
before the age of 30. There is no barrier, difficulty or 
prejudice that Linn da Quebrada, a Brazilian artist 
determined to combat heteropatriarchy and make 
transsexuality visible through funk dancing, has not faced.

This is Linn Da Quebrada, a revolutionary mind from Brazil, 
transgressive performer and prodigious MC, who brings 
a fresh perspective to the universal dialogue on human 
freedom. The artist presents her LP, Pajubá, at AZ. Her 
lyrics, always in Portuguese, are a continuous critique of 
phallocentric sexuality, continually appealing to the male 
who believes himself superior, with a touch of humour and 
bursting with a sexuality that ignores taboos. According to 
the Brazilian artist, «Music is also a response to the present 
and our musical production is a response to what we are 
experiencing, what we are building and what we want to 
build.»

Pajubá, her latest self-published album, with the help of a 
crowdfunding campaign, is the result of a group effort.  

«I have been building this with many people who 
have been my partners at work and who have 
collaborated financially to make this album a 
reality. It is the result of a collective investment and 
I am very proud of it. And I think there could be no 
better way than this to produce this album».

With the support of:


